PMSP RENEP/HITEC projects

Torino training activities agenda, November 16th - 22nd 2014

Sunday, November 16th 2014

13.50, Arrival of the Palestinian delegation. Transfer to the hotel NH Ambasciatori organized by the City of Torino

Afternoon programme

17.30, Social event: Lights on the bus

Dinner

Monday, November 17th 2014

Morning programme: 9.30 – 13.00, Venue: The Province of Torino, Palazzo Cisterna (Via Maria Vittoria 12)

- Welcome speeches:
  The Province of Torino
  The City of Torino
  The City of Hebron
  The Chamber of Commerce of Torino (TBD)
  The Polytechnic of Torino / SiTI

- The Province of Torino Sustainable Energy Action Plan: energy figures, policy framework and the organization of Energy Action Plans of local municipalities (Silvio De Nigris, Province of Torino)

- The Piemonte Regional innovation system: policy framework, key players, funding schemes and measures, innovation targets, international networking (Davide Damosso, Environment Park)

Coffee Break

- the Torino Smart City Programme: action plan of the city of Torino and example of innovative actions and initiatives (Elena Deambrogio, City of Torino)

- Financial tools and programmes supporting Italy-Palestine cooperation: overview of current and expected financial programmes supporting cooperation with a focus on Energy and Innovation (Federica Zardo, freelance EU project manager)

Lunch


- The EU Covenant of Mayors Initiative: presentation of the EU initiative and opportunities for participation of Palestinian Local Authorities (Silvio De Nigris, Province of Torino)

- The European Union Energy strategy 2020-2050: presentation of the policy framework and vision for an energy sustainable Europe with an horizon 2050 and role of innovation (Massimo Da Vià, Environment Park)

- European Innovation Partnership for Smart Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC): strategic partnerships between industry and European cities to develop the urban systems and infrastructures of tomorrow (Sergio Olivero, SiTI / Sherpa Group EIP)
Coffee Break

Dinner

Tuesday, November 18th 2014

Morning programme: 9.30 – 13.00, Visit to energy installations

9.30, bus at the hotel
- Visit of the photovoltaic plant of Barricalla
- Visit of the photovoltaic plant and energy systems of Torino Porta Susa railway station

Lunch

Afternoon programme: 14.00 – 17.30, Visit to Innovation centers
- Visit of science technology park “Bioindustry Park Silvano Fumero”, Colleretto Giacosa

Coffee Break

Dinner

Wednesday, November 19th 2014


Parallel session I: RENEP project
- Presentation of Cities on power project on Energy efficiency, solar and geothermal (Guglielmina Muntani, Polytechnic of Torino)
- Presentation of PERSIL project: performances of photovoltaic plants (Jacopo Toniolo, Polytechnic of Torino)
- Presentation of Solar cooling project and experiences in the Regione Piemonte (Luca Degiorgis, Polytechnic of Torino)

Parallel session II: HITEC project
- Presentation of Torino social innovation programme: support to creation of new business idea using social networks (Fabrizio Barbiero, City of Torino)
- Presentation of MESAP – the Torino Mechatronic Innovation cluster: cluster organization, mission, activity plan, business model, figures, internationalization strategy
- Presentation of Torino Wireless – the Torino ICT innovation cluster: cluster organization, mission, activity plan, business model, figures, internationalization strategy (Pasquale Marasco, Torino Wireless Foundation)

Coffee Break
- Visit of Environment Park site: laboratories, renewable energy facilities, companies’ facilities.

Lunch

Afternoon programme: 14.00 – 17.30, Visit to local Innovation centers
- Visit of TOOLBOX, a private co-working and incubator center: presentation of the center, organizational and business model, figures, site visit

- Visit to OFFICINE ARDUINO / FABLAB, the International innovation community for development of ICT tools and system: presentation of activities and mission, organizational and business model, visit of laboratories

- Visit of I3P, the Incubator Center of the Polytechnic of Torino: presentation of the center, organizational and business model, figures, site visit

18.00, Social event: tourist city tour of Torino

20.00, Official dinner

Thursday, November 20th 2014

Morning programme: 9.30 – 13.00, Venue: SiTI (Corso Castelfidardo 30/a)
- Energy governance models presentations: the Italian experience – Regulatory issues, feed-in tariff schemes, energy storage and PV panels with an example of a practical application (Maurizio Repetto, Polytechnic of Torino; Paolo Lazzeroni and Federico Stirano, SiTI)
  Coffee break
- Sustainable architecture and enhanced energy saving technologies (Carlo Micono, AI Engineering)
- Presentation of CLUBEN initiative – Clustering approach for innovative business models with a focus on energy (Sergio Olivero, SiTI)

Lunch

Afternoon programme: 14.30 - 17.00, Venue: Environment Park S.p.A.
- HITEC: training on Science and Technology Park management, including Human Resources aspects. Transposition of Torino experiences to Hebron context
- RENEP: supplementary visits to organize according to needs

Dinner

Friday, November 21st 2014

Morning programme: 9.30 – 13.00, Venue: SiTI
- Roundtable on outcomes of training activities
- Feedbacks and perspectives of RENEP and HITEC project activities, attended by all Palestinian and Italian partners, Chamber of Commerce of Torino (TBD), Polytechnic of Torino (TBD), City of Milano and City of Genova representatives
- Roll-up and conclusions

Lunch

Afternoon programme
Free time

Dinner
Saturday, November 22\textsuperscript{nd} 2014

4.20, Departure of the Palestinian delegation. Transfer to the airport organized by the City of Torino